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Abstract
Machine learning, deep learning, and NLP methods on knowledge graphs are
present in different fields and have important roles in various domains from self-
driving cars to friend recommendations on social media platforms. However, to
apply these methods to knowledge graphs, the data usually needs to be in an
acceptable size and format. In fact, knowledge graphs normally have high dimen-
sions and therefore we need to transform them to a low-dimensional vector space.
An embedding is a low-dimensional space into which you can translate high
dimensional vectors in a way that intrinsic features of the input data are pre-
served. In this review, we first explain knowledge graphs and their embedding
and then review some of the random walk-based embedding methods that have
been developed recently.

Keywords: graphs, embedding, random walk, machine learning, representation
learning, deep learning

1 Introduction
A knowledge graph represents a graph of real-world entities and demonstrates the
relationships between them. Knowledge graphs store large amounts of data by
connecting large datasets in a structured and meaningful way which leads to data
integration and semantic understanding. For instance, Google Knowledge Graph
uses semantic search information from various sources to enhance its search engine
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results and display them in a structured manner [1]. In addition, knowledge graphs
support knowledge discovery and data exploration by enabling users to discover new
relationships and insights from the stored data. For example, in the healthcare field,
healthcare professionals can discover correlations between patient demographics and
medical conditions and therefore identify best practices and treatments. Another
example is in the E-commerce field, where knowledge graphs are used to maintain
information about users’ purchase histories and different products and therefore
offer personalized recommendations [2]. Furthermore, knowledge graphs serve as a
foundation for AI and machine learning applications by providing structured data for
different purposes such as training models and improving the interpretability of the
AI systems. As an example, in the finance area, knowledge graphs are used by inte-
grating different data sources and capturing relationships between entities, and using
machine learning and AI techniques to discover patterns and anomalies indicative of
fraud [3]. In another case, knowledge graphs play a crucial role in drug discovery.
For example, they integrate large amounts of biomedical data and capture complex
relationships between biological entities, facilitate data-driven decision-making, and
ultimately accelerate the drug development process [4]. There are many other areas
knowledge graphs are used in, such as networking and telecommunications [5], man-
ufacturing [6], smart cities [7] and urban planning [8], etc.

To take advantage of knowledge graphs in various fields, we would normally use
machine learning, deep learning, and AI models on the graph datasets. However,
large knowledge graphs have a high dimension, which makes it hard for many
machine learning models to work with them. To overcome this problem, we use
embedding. Embedding is a representation learning method to map out data to a
lower-dimensional vector space, while preserving the main features of the input data
[9]. Embedding techniques offer a powerful way to efficiently represent data, leading
to semantic understanding, improved model performance, feature extraction, and
transfer learning capabilities in machine learning and AI.

Based on [10], there are five major categories for embedding knowledge graphs.
These include matrix factorization, generative models, deep learning, graph kernels,
and edge reconstruction-based optimization models. Each category includes different
techniques for embedding knowledge graphs and several recent ones are summarized
in Table 2 for each category. For example, the deep learning category includes famous
methods among which are random walk-based ones. Random walks have been used
in many models for embedding, due to their important features like exploring graph
structures such as local and global context, finding semantically similar nodes, fea-
ture extractions, etc. In this work, we focus on several important and well-known
random walk-based embedding techniques from the deep learning category that have
been developed during the recent years.

2 Preliminaries
In this section, we explain some preliminary concepts used in this review.
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Fig. 1 Skip-gram architecture.

Knowledge graph [11]: A knowledge graph is a directed graph whose nodes are
entities and edges are relations between entities. It is denoted as G = (V, E) in which
vi ∈ V are nodes or entities and ei ∈ E are edges or relations. Nodes have a type
mapping function of ϕ : V → T where T is the node type, and edges have a type
mapping function of ϕ : E → R where R denotes the edge type.

Random walk [12]: A random walk describes a path consisting of random steps on
a mathematical space. It can be denoted as ξt, t = 0, 1, 2, ... where ξt describes the
position of a random walk after t steps. Since we are using this construct on graphs,
here is a brief definition of random walks on graphs in simple words: a random walk
on a graph is a process that begins at a random vertex, and at each step the walk
randomly moves to another vertex [13].

Skip-gram [14]: Skip-gram is an unsupervised algorithm used to find the most related
word for a given word. It is a simple neural network with one hidden layer and no
activation function. The hidden layer does the dot product between the input vector
and the weight matrix. The result of this product is passed to the output vector.
Next, a softmax function is applied to the output vector showing the probability of
the words appearing in the context. Figure 1 [15] describes its architecture.

Homogeneous Network [10]: Homogeneous Network is a graph denoted as G =
(V, E) where |T v| = |T e| = 1; meaning that all the nodes in G belong to a single type
and all the edges in G has a single type, as well.

Heterogeneous Network [16]: is a graph denoted as G = (V, E, T ), where each
v ∈ V and e ∈ E has a mapping function ϕ(V ) = V → Tv and ϕ(E) = E → Te and
Tv and Te denote sets of node and relation types respectively where |Tv| + |Te| > 2.
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3 Methods
In this section, we summarize some of the recent algorithms for embedding knowl-
edge graphs which were developed recently. Most of these methods are based on deep
learning. Table 1 summarizes these algorithms.

Table 1 Deep learning algorithms for embedding graphs based on their network type
and used method [17].

Algorithm Year Network Type Random Walk Method
DeepWalk 2014

homogeneous
truncated random walks

LINE 2015 heterogeneous edges
Node2vec 2016 BFS + DFS based random walks

PTE 2017

heterogeneous

heterogeneous edges
Metapath2vec 2017 meta-path based random walks

Metapath2vec++ 2019 meta-path based random walks
Regpattern2vec 2021 regular expression-based random walks
Subgraph2vec 2024 truncated random walks

3.1 Deepwalk [18]
DeepWalk is a method for embedding nodes in a network, such as social or biological
networks. Prior embedding methods often suffer from scalability issues and fail to
capture the structural properties of large-scale networks effectively [19, 20]. Deepwalk
overcomes these issues in an unsupervised manner.

It is inspired by techniques used in natural language processing, particularly the
skip-gram model from the word2vec model [21]. The main idea behind DeepWalk is
to treat random walks in a network as "sentences" and learn node embeddings by
predicting the context nodes given a target node in these walks.

The algorithm generates random walks of fixed length in a network, treating each
node as a "word" in a "sentence". It then uses the skip-gram model to learn node
embedding by predicting the context nodes for each target node in these random
walks. The learned embeddings capture the structural properties of the network,
which can be used for various downstream tasks such as node classification, link
prediction, and community detection.
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Table 2: Graph embedding techniques: types, models and algorithms [10]

Graph Embedding
Technique

Model Type Algorithm

Matrix factorization

Graph Laplacian
Eigenmaps

Isomap [22]
ARE [23]
LPP [24]
SLE [25]
HSL [26]

Node proximity matrix
factorization

LLE [27]
GraRep [28]
ULGE [29]
FONPE [30]
SPE [31]

Deep Learning

With random walks

DeepWalk [18]
node2vec [32]
LINE [14]
PTE [33]
metapath2vec [34]
metapath2vec++ [34]
subgraph2vec [35]
regpattern2vec [36]

Without random walks

SCNN [37]
MoNet [38]
SDNE [39]
GNN [40]
DUIF [41]

Edge reconstruction

Maximize edge
reconstruct probability

PALE [42]
APP [43]
ESR [44]
GAKE [45]

Minimize distance-based
loss

PLE [46]
HEBE [47]
IONE [48]

Continued on next page
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Table 2: Graph embedding techniques: types, models and algorithms [10] (Continued)

GraphEmbed [49]

Edge reconstruction Minimize margin-based
ranking loss

TransE [50]
TransH [51]
TransR [52]
TransD [53]
NTN [54]
DistMult [55]
ComplEx [56]
RotatE [57]

Graph kernel

Based on graphlet

Graphlet sampling kernel
[58]
Graphlet Decomposition
Embedding[59]
Graph2vec [60]
GraRep [61]

Based on subtree patterns

Graphlet Kernel [62]
TreeGCN [63]
Subgraph Isomorphism
Network (GIN) [64]
Subgraph Neural Network
[65]
Weisfeiler-
Lehman(WL)Subtree
Kernel [66]

Based on random walks
Graphgan [67]
NetMF [68]
GraphSAGE [69]

Generative model

Embed graph into latent
space

VGAE [70]
GraphRNN [71]
Graph-GAE [70]
Graph-VIN [72]

Incorporate semantics for
embedding

DGMG [73]
Sem-GAN [74]

Continued on next page
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Table 2: Graph embedding techniques: types, models and algorithms [10] (Continued)

Generative model Incorporate semantics for
embedding

SE-VAE [75]

Method: The algorithm consists of two major parts: 1) random walk generator
and 2) update procedure.
Random walk generator: The algorithm has two nested loops, the outer loop which
represents the number of times (γ) the walk should start from each vertex vi of the
graph. DeepWalk starts by generating a random walk Wvi in the network from a ran-
dom node called root (vi). We set the parameter t to control the walk length to have
walks of fixed length; however, the walks can be of any length as long as the length
is smaller than t. The walks are performed starting from each node γ times and are
entirely random which means they can revisit their root.
Update procedure: The inner loop iterates through the nodes of the graph and starts
the walk from each of the vertices. Each random walk captures the local neighbor-
hood information around each node. The skip-gram model - commonly used in word
embedding techniques like word2vec - is employed to learn embeddings for the nodes.
The actual input for the original skip-gram model are sentences of the words; there-
fore, we consider the walks as sentences in which the nodes represent the words. Given
a sequence of the nodes by random walk, the skip-gram model aims to predict the
context nodes for each target node in the sequence. The objective is to maximize the
likelihood of the observing context nodes given the target node. We use skip-gram to
update the representations of the nodes according to the following objective function:

minimize
Φ

− logPr(vi−w..vi + w vi|Φ(vi))

The objective function uses the skip-gram model for learning node embedding and
is defined as the log-likelihood of observing the context nodes for each target node
across all the random walks. This objective function is optimized using stochastic
gradient descent to learn the parameters of the model and is as follows:

Pr({vi−w...vi+w} \ vi|Φ(vi)) =
i+w∏

j=i−w
j ̸=i

Pr(vj |Φ(vi))

where ϕ(vj) represents the embedding of vertex vj .

The embeddings are learned iteratively by maximizing the log-likelihood of observ-
ing context nodes for each target node in the random walks. This involves updating
the embeddings for each node using gradient descent based on the prediction error
between the observed and predicted context nodes.

3.2 LINE [14]
In this section, we review LINE, a method for embedding large networks. LINE is a
suitable method for preserving the local pairwise proximity (local structure) between
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the vertices and dealing with very large networks (millions of vertices and billions of
edges) with arbitrary types of edges (directed, undirected, weighted).

The pairwise proximity between vertices includes first-order proximity and second-
order proximity. The first-order proximity between two vertices (u, v) is the weight on
the edge connecting these vertices (wuv). It illustrates the direct similarity between
two vertices. For example, people who are friends on social media probably share
similar friends. However, the first-order proximity on its own does not preserve the
structure of the network. For example, consider a link is missing between two vertices
sharing common neighbors. Although these two vertices are very similar, the first-
order proximity in this case is 0. Therefore, another parameter that retains the network
structure is needed and that is second-order proximity. The second-order proximity
between a pair of vertices (u, v) implies the similarity between their neighbors. This
helps to identify objects that might not be directly connected but are related through
shared neighbors.

Combining both of the above proximities, we form LINE; a method for embedding
very large networks with arbitrary (directed, undirected, or weighted) edges.

Method: First, we combine LINE with each of the mentioned proximities indi-
vidually and then we combine them. Here is a brief description of the model:

1. LINE with first-order proximity:
Since joint probability also implies dependencies and relationships between vertices

in a graph, we model the first-order proximity for the undirected edge (vi, vj) between
vertices vi and vj which is as follows:

p1(vi, vj) = 1
1 + exp(−−→ui

T · −→uj) (1)

where ui and uj represent the vector representation of vertices vi and vj in a
low dimensional space respectively. In particular, the joint probability of an edge
represents the probability that the two specific nodes are connected by an edge simul-
taneously. It quantifies the likelihood of a specific edge existing in the graph. On
the other hand, there is another parameter to calculate the likelihood of edges called
empirical probability. The empirical probability of an edge in a graph is based on the
observed data and represents the relative frequency with which a specific edge occurs
in the observed graph and is calculated as p̂1(i, j) = wij

W where W =
∑

(i,j)∈E wij . To
preserve the network’s first-order proximity, we try to minimize the distance between
these two functions:

O1 = d(p̂1(·, ·), p1(·, ·)) (2)

where d(·, ·) is the distance between two vertices. We choose to minimize the KL-
divergence of the two probability distributions which we replace with d(·, ·) in the
above equation and remove some constants:
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O1 = −
∑

(i,j)∈E

wij logp1(vi, vj) (3)

We can represent every node in the d-dimensional space by finding the
{−→u i}i=1,..|V | in any undirected graph.

2. Line with 2nd order proximity:
The second-order proximity is applicable on both directed and undirected graphs.

This proximity assumes that vertices sharing many other connections are similar to
each other. In this proximity, each vertex has two roles: 1. "Vertex" itself and 2. "Con-
text" of other vertices. In the second case, each vertex is considered as a specific
context in which the vertices sharing similar distribution over the contexts are con-
sidered similar. Therefore, we will have two different representations for vertex vi: ui

and u′
i representing the embeddings of the vertex and context of vi, respectively.

p2(vj |vi) = 1 + exp(−
−→
u′

i
T · −→uj)∑|V |exp(

−→
u′

k
T ·−→ui)

k=1

(4)

where p(·, vi) is the conditional distribution over the contexts and |V | is the number
of the vertices or contexts. In addition, this equation defines a conditional distribution
p2(·|vi) over the entire set of vertices. To preserve the second-order proximity, we
should minimize the distance between p2(·|vi) and the empirical distribution p̂2(·|vi).
Therefore:

O2 =
∑
i∈V

λid(p̂2(·|vi), p2(·|vi)) (5)

where d(·, ·) is the distance between two distributions and λi denotes the impor-
tance of vertex i, which can be measured by the degree or estimated through
algorithms such as PageRank[76]. The empirical distribution is defined as p̂2(·, vi) =
wij/di, where wij is the weight of the edge and di is the out-degree of vertex
i : di =

∑
k∈Ni

wik, where Ni is the set of out-neighbors of vi. In this method, for
simplicity, λ = di. We replace d(·, ·) with KL-divergence and omit some constants,
therefore:

O1 = −
∑

(i,j)∈E

wij logp2(vi, vj) (6)

We can embed node vi in the d-dimensional space by finding the {−→u i}i=1,..|V | and
{−→u ′

i}i=1,..|V | in any directed/undirected graph.
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Fig. 2 BFS and DFS algorithms for a neighborhood where node u is the source node [32].

In the LINE method, we embed the network with first-order and second-order
proximity separately and then concatenate the embeddings by each of them for each
vertex and get the desired embedding.

3.3 Node2vec [32]
Node2vec is an embedding algorithm that maps the nodes of a knowledge graph to a
low-dimensional space while preserving the network’s structural properties. It starts
by generating random walks on the input graph. The random walks are biased to
explore both local (Breadth-First Search or BFS) and global (Depth-First Search or
DFS) neighborhoods of the nodes. These walks can be considered as sentences where
nodes of the graph are similar to words of a sentence. The obtained walks are fed
into a skip-gram model for embedding. The actual reason that the developers use
BFS and DFS is that they help us find similar nodes. We measure the similarities
between the embedded nodes by homophily [77, 78] and structural equivalence [79]
hypotheses. BFS emphasizes the nodes that are in the same community and follow the
homophily hypothesis and DFS is used for sampling the nodes that share the same
structural role and follow the structural equivalence law. Figure 2 illustrates BFS and
DFS algorithms in a neighborhood.

Method: The algorithm is based on the random walk technique which walks the
graph in both the DFS and BFS fashion. Let’s consider u as the source node, and ci

as the ith node in the walk (therefore c0 = u). The nodes in the walk are generated
by this distribution:

P (ci = x | ci−1 = v) =


πvx

Z (r ∈ E)

0 others

Here, π is the unnormalized transition probability between nodes v and x. Z is
the normalizing constant which is summing up all the possible values of the random
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variable i.

The easiest way to bias our random walk is to sample the nodes based on the static
edge weight wvx i.e. πvx = wvx. In this case, if our graph is unweighted, we consider
wvx = 1. While this is the simplest way, it might not be a good choice since we cannot
consider network structure and explore different types of network neighborhoods.
Therefore, we design our algorithm which is a 2nd order random walk (in a first-order
random walk, the walker traverses the graph from one node to a randomly chosen
neighbor node at each step. In the second-order random walk, the walker considers the
relationships between nodes based on their neighbors before moving to the next node).
Our walk depends on two parameters return parameter or p and in-out parameter or q
which control how fast the walk explores and leaves the neighborhood of the starting
node u. Let’s assume the walker just traversed edge (t, v) and now is at node v. The
algorithm decides the next node based on this probability πvx = αpq.wvx, where:

αpq.wvx =



1
p (r ∈ E)

1 others

1
q (r ∈ E)

In this equation, dtx is the shortest distance between the nodes x and t and can
be one of 0, 1, 2 values. Based on this formula, if we set p to a high value, i.e. (>
max(q, 1)), it is less likely to revisit a node that was just visited (unless the next node
in the walk has no other neighbor). This strategy leads to moderate exploration and
avoids 2-hop redundancy in sampling. On the other hand, if we set p to a low value,
i.e. (< min(q, 1)), it is more likely that the walk is close to the source node since it
leads the walk one step backward.

In addition, if we set q > 1, the random walk is biased toward nodes close to t;
which leads our walk to sample nodes within a small locality. On the other hand,
if we set q < 1, the walk is more likely to explore further nodes from node t which
encourages outward exploration.

3.4 Predictive Text Embedding (PTE) [33]
Predictive Text Embedding (PTE) is an extension of the LINE method to embed
heterogeneous networks. It is a semi-supervised method used for embedding text
data, which means it uses both labeled and unlabeled data to train the model. The
labeled and unlabeled data are represented in a large heterogeneous network and
then this heterogeneous network is embedded in a low dimensional space and can be
used for text embedding. Not only does this method preserve the semantic closeness
of the words and documents but also it has good predictive power.
Compared to the unsupervised text embedding methods such as Skip-gram or Para-
graph Vectors (aka Doc2vec) [80], which learn semantic representations of texts, the
goal of this method is to learn a representation of the text that is optimized for a
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given text classification task. In other words, the authors anticipate the text embed-
ding to have a strong predictive power of the performance of the given task. Since
this method is applicable to different networks, we review some network definitions:

Word-Word Network: The word-word network captures the word co-occurrences
in local contexts of unlabeled data. This data is the essential information used by
some word embedding techniques such as skip-gram. Let Gww = (V, Eww) be a graph
in which V is a vocabulary of words and Eww is the set of edges between the words.
Also, the weight wij is the number of times words vi and vj appear in the context
window.

Word-Document Network: Word-document network, denoted as Gwd = (V ∪
D, Ewd), is a bipartite network where V is a set of words and D denotes a set of
documents. Ewd is the set of edges between the words and the documents. The weight
wij between word vi and document dj is simply defined as the number of times vi

appears in document dj .
The mentioned networks are used for encoding unlabeled data. There is a network

for encoding labeled information called the Word-Label network.

Word-Label Network: Let’s take Gwd = (V ∪ L, Ewd) as a bipartite network in
which V is the set of words, L is the set of labels, and Ewd is the set of edges connecting
words and labels. The weight wij of the edge between word vi and class cj is defined
as wij =

∑
(d : ld = j)ndi, where ndi is the term showing frequency of word vi in

document d, and ld is the class label of document d.
The model embeds a network that is an integration of the above networks. This

type of network is called a heterogeneous text network.

Heterogeneous Text Network: is the combination of word-word, word-document,
and word-label networks constructed from both unlabeled and labeled text data.

Method: Given a large collection of text data with unlabeled and labeled information,
the PTE algorithm tries to learn the embedding of the text by embedding the hetero-
geneous text network (in other words, by embedding the nodes of the heterogeneous
graph) built from the collection.

The heterogeneous graph is made up of three different bipartite networks, and
therefore we have to embed each of these graphs individually (so far there is no
technique to be able to embed these graphs all together at the same time). To embed
each of these bipartite graphs individually, we will use the LINE model.

As mentioned earlier, PTE is an extension of the LINE method but LINE cannot
be used to embed heterogeneous networks. Therefore, to start the embedding, we use
the LINE method to embed a bipartite network. To use LINE, it is essential to make
use of the second-order proximity between vertices, which means that every two nodes
that have similar neighbors, can be considered similar to each other which leads to
closer vectors in the embedding space.
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Fig. 3 Converting partially labeled text corpora to a heterogeneous text network. The word-word
co-occurrence and word-document networks encode the unsupervised information, capturing the local
context-level and document-level word co-occurrences respectively. The word-label network encodes
the supervised information, capturing the class-level word co-occurrences [33].

Given a bipartite graph, G = (VA ∪ VB , E), Va, and Vb are two different types of
nodes and E is the set of edges between them. For every vi in Va, generated by vj in
Vb, the authors define the below formula to use the second-order proximity:

P (vi, vj) = exp(uT
i · uj)∑

i′∈A exp(uT
i′ · uj)

(7)

where ui is the embedding vector of vertex vi ∈ VA, and uj is the embedding
vector of vertex vj ∈ VB . For each vertex vj ∈ VB , Equation (1) defines a conditional
distribution p(·|vj) over all the vertices in the set VA and for each pair of vertices
vj , vj′ , the second-order proximity is determined by their conditional distributions
p(·|vj), p(·|vj′) respectively. To preserve the 2nd-order proximity, we should try to
make the conditional distribution p(·|vj) close to its empirical distribution p(·|vj). The
below equation illustrates this:

O =
∑
j∈B

λd(p(·|vj), p(·|vj)) (8)

where d(·, ·) is the KL-divergence between two distributions, λj is the importance
of vertex vj in the network, which can be set as the degree degj =

∑
wij , and the

empirical distribution can be defined as p(vj |vi) = wij/degj . Omitting some constants,
here is the simpler version of Equation (2):

O = −
∑

(i,j)∈E

wij · log p(vj |vi) (9)

We can optimize the above equation using gradient descent which uses edge sampling
and negative sampling.
We can embed our 3 bipartite networks using the above model. Next, we want to
embed the heterogeneous text network which consists of three bipartite networks:
word-word, word-document, and word-label networks. To learn the embeddings of
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the heterogeneous network, our approach is to collectively embed the three bipartite
networks by the following equation:

Opte = Oww + Owd + Owl (10)
where Oww, Owd and Owl are calculated individually by Equation (3).
Once the word vectors are learned, the representation learning of any piece of text

can be obtained by averaging the vectors of the words in that piece of text.

d = 1
n

∑
ui (11)

3.5 Metapath2vec and Metapath2vec++ [34]
In this section, we review a neural network-based representation learning algorithm.
There are recent different types of neural network-based algorithms for embedding
nodes of the graphs; such as Node2vec, LINE, and DeepWalk which we discussed
earlier.

Although these methods have their privileges such as the automatic discovery of
latent features from the raw network, they can be applied to homogeneous networks
(networks with singular types of nodes and edges). However, a large number of social
and information graphs are heterogeneous, which means they have multiple types of
nodes and edges. Therefore, we need new algorithms to be able to embed them.

Here, we review metapath2vec and metapath2vec++; which are representation
learning methods for embedding heterogeneous networks.

Metapath2vec: is a representation learning method applicable to heterogeneous
networks.

The metapath2vec method develops metapath-based random walks to construct
the neighborhood of a node and then feeds the achieved random walks to a skip-gram
model to obtain node embeddings.

Method: As mentioned earlier, metapath2vec generates meta path-based random
walks from the nodes of the graph. The most straightforward method is to start the
meta path-based walk at a random node and then move to the next random node. In
this context, the probability of moving to the next node is P (vi+1|vi) regardless of the
node types. However, the walks are biased toward a highly visible type of nodes[81].
To overcome this issue, given a graph G = (V, E, T ) the authors design a meta path
scheme to guide the walks in this form:

ρ = V1
R1−−→ V2

R2−−→ V3
R3−−→ . . . Vt

Rt−−→ Vt + 1 Rl−1−−−→ Vl (12)
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Hence, the transition probability for moving to the next node is:

P (vi+1|vi
t, ρ) =



1
|Nt+1(V i

t )| (vi+1, vi
t) ∈ E, ϕ(vi+1) = t + 1

0 (vi+1, vi
t) ∈ E, ϕ(vi+1) ̸= t + 1

0 (vi+1, vi
t) ∈ E

where vi
t ∈ Vt and Nt+1(vi

t) denote the Vt+1 type of neighborhood of node vti .
Also, meta-paths are designed in a symmetric way; which means the first node denoted
as V1 is the same as the last one, Vl, and therefore, has the same probability of being
reached, which means:

p(vi+1|vi
t) = p(vi+1|vi

l), if t = l (13)

For example, consider “APA” and “APVPA” as meta path schemes where the former
represents the “coauthor collaboration on a paper” and the latter represents “two
authors publish papers in the same venue”. In the next step, the algorithm inputs the
achieved random walks to a heterogeneous skip-gram model to get the embeddings
of the nodes. Given a heterogeneous graph G = (V, E, T ), the objective of using a
heterogeneous skip-gram model is to maximize the network probability in terms of
local structure or Nt(v), t ∈ Tv, i.e:

argmax
∑
v∈V

∑
t∈TV

∑
ct∈Nt(v)

logp(ct|v; θ) (14)

where Nt(v) is v’s neighborhood with the t(th) type of nodes, and p(ct|v; θ) is a
softmax function, that is p(ct|v; θ) = eXct .Xv /

∑
(u ∈ V )eXu.Xv where Xv is the Vth

row of X, representing the embedding vector for node v.
Metapath2vec recognizes the context nodes of node v when constructing its

neighborhood function Nv based on their types. However, it ignores these types in
the softmax function. Therefore, we introduce a modified version of metapath2vec to
enhance the results.

Metapath2vec++: is an extension of metapath2vec designed to improve the
quality of the embeddings in the heteregeneous graphs. In metapath2vec++, the
softmax function is normalized with respect to the type of the context node ct:

p(ct|v; θ) = eXct·Xv∑
u∈V eXu·Xv

(4) (15)

where p(ct|v; θ) is adjusted to the node type t and Vt is the node set of type t. In this
case, we will have one set of multinomial distributions for each type of the ct in the
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Fig. 4 2D PCA projections of the 128D embeddings of 16 top CS conferences and corresponding
high-profile authors [34].

output layer of the skip-gram model. Figure 4, illustrates the differences between the
embedding results of some models:

3.6 Regpattern2vec [36]
In this section, we explain another method for representation learning of the graphs.
Regpattern2vec is an embedding algorithm categorized as a deep learning method
based on random walks. This algorithm uses a fixed regular pattern (regular expres-
sion) to bias the random walks and then feeds the achieved walks to a modified version
of the skip-gram to embed the walks. The obtained embeddings can be used for var-
ious machine learning tasks; such as link prediction, node/edge classification, etc. In
the original paper, these embeddings are used for the link prediction tasks.

Before explaining the regpattern2vec algorithm, we describe some preliminary
concepts:

Regular expression: A regular expression or regular pattern defines a search
pattern in a text in the form of a sequence of characters [82]. In other words, a
regular expression defines a set of strings that match it [83]. Regular expressions can
contain both ordinary and special characters. Ordinary characters mean alphabets
and numbers such as A,b,5. Special characters are non-alphabets and non-numbers
such as ‘(‘ and ‘?’. Special characters have special meanings in the regular expres-
sions. Some examples of regular expressions are a3,5, ^The.*Spain , H[^T] + HT.

Regular pattern on knowledge graph: If G = (V, E) is a knowledge graph
which has a node type mapping function ϕ : V

T−→ and an edge type mapping function
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ϕ : E
R−→. A regular pattern r on G is formed over either set T or R as the alphabet.

Finite State Machine [84]: also called Finite State Automaton, is a mathe-
matical representation of computation which is an abstract concept but can also be
implemented in software and hardware for different purposes; such as reducing the
mathematical work in the theory of computation, pattern matching and lexical anal-
ysis. A Finite State Machine can be classified into two types: Deterministic Finite
Automaton (DFA) and Non-Detereminsitic Finite Automaton (NDFA/NFA). Since
our model is using the DFA, we will only give a brief explanation of it here. As
explained earlier, the codes accept a user input regex. Before running the random
walk, we first want to make sure that the regex is valid and that random walks with
that regex are applicable. We check this validation via DFA. In this method, we have
a DFA consisting of 5 states; in which we start from state 0 as the initial state and try
to move through the states via the transition function, and then return to the final
state (which is again state 0 in our case). If we arrive at the final state, this means
the regex is valid; otherwise, the user has to enter a different regex. If the regex is
valid, the algorithm runs the walk based on this regex. After the walk is finished, we
feed the generated walks to a skip-gram and obtain the embeddings of the nodes. The
generated embeddings can be used for various machine-learning tasks.

Deterministic Finite Automata [84]: or DFA, is a Finite State Machine that
reads a string of symbols and either accepts or rejects it. For each input symbol, a state
in the DFA is determined to which the machine moves. A DFA can be represented by
a 5-tuple (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ) in which: Q denotes the set of states, Σ (also called alphabet)
denotes a finite set of symbols, δ is the transition function (δ : Q×Σ → Q), q0 denotes
the initial state (q0 ∈ Q) and F denotes the final state/states (F ⊆ Q). Basically,
the machine works as follows: First, it takes the string (S) over the alphabet (Σ) as
an input. Then, starting from the initial state (q0) while reading each character of
the string S, the machine moves to the next state by using the transition function. If
the last alphabet of S, makes the machine stop in F (the final state/any of the final
states), the machine accepts the string, otherwise, rejects it.

Method: Here, we explain how regpattern2vec works. The algorithm runs on a fixed
regular expression which is r = H[^T] + HT based on edges of the graph. Each of (H,
T, ^T) denotes an edge type and has different sub-types. The user enters a regular
expression based on the edges’ sub-types (r) and to make sure the regular pattern
is entered properly, the algorithm uses DFA to check the validation of the entered
regular expression. If the user-given regular expression matches the r = H[^T] + HT
format and the types of the chosen edges are compatible as well, the algorithm runs
the walks based on this regular expression. According to r, the random walk chooses
the first edge randomly from any edges of type H, and the next edge is of any random
edge from any type but T , and then chooses another random edge (from the available
edges) of type H and then the next edge is of type T . In this case, the walk length
is 4, however, if the walk length is more than 4, the algorithm repeats the walk in a
back-and-forth fashion. This means the walk moves backward and for the next edge,
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the walk chooses an edge of type H, and then chooses an edge of any type but T ,
then chooses type H and again moves forward afterward. The walk repeats the same
thing until it reaches the walk length.

At each step, the probability that a specific type of node is chosen is calculated as
follows:

l∑
i=1+1

P (vi+1|vi, M) =


1

Nvi+1∑n

i=1
1

Nv

r ∈ S

0 ri, ri, ri+1 /∈ G′

Here, |Nv| is a degree of node v, vi indicates the current node, and vi+1 is the
next candidate node. Also, si is the current state of M , and ϕ(ri) is M ’s transition
function from state si to state si+1.

The random walks based on the defined regular expression are created. Next,
these random walks are fed into a modified version of a skip-gram to create the
embeddings. To capture the similarity of the edges based on their types and having
close embeddings in the latent space, our modified skip-gram takes into account the
types of the edges. We use these biased walks as an input to the skip-gram and the
output is the embeddings of these walks.

3.7 Subgraph2vec [35]
Subgraph2vec is a representation learning technique that demonstrates the vector
representation of the entities and relations of a knowledge graph in a low-dimensional
space while maintaining their semantic meanings. The algorithm uses random walks
and a modified version of the skip-gram to create the embeddings. In this method,
the user enters a schema subgraph, with the intension to bias the random walks on
a specific part of the overall knowledge graph. A schema subgraph is a subgraph of
the complete schema graph. The schema graph is in the form of an arbitrary set of
integers based on the edges where each integer represents an edge. After the sub-graph
is given, the algorithm chooses a random node inside the subgraph and starts the
random walk. The next edge is chosen randomly inside the subgraph which moves to
the next random node. The walk continues based on a parameter called walk length.
Each chosen node/edge is valid only if it is within the user-defined subgraph. This
method is supposed to solve the deficiency of the previous random walk-based methods
such as regpattern2vec, node2vec, and metapath2vec. In the previously mentioned
methods, the walks are biased on fixed regular expressions, or sequences of note types,
which are defined by experts. However, this method is based on arbitrary random
walks, as long as they are within the defined subgraph.

Method: The user enters a schema subgraph (s′) in the form of integers, representing
the edges in the schema subgraph. Let’s assume the user has entered this subgraph:
s′ = x1, x2, x3, where each xi denotes an edge in the graph. After the subgraph is
given, a random node is chosen within this subgraph as the starting node. The walk
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starts at this node and in each step of the walk, a random edge is chosen. The chosen
random edge is valid only if it is within the subgraph and invalid otherwise. The
probability of choosing the next edge is calculated with this formula:

l∑
i=1+1

P (ri+1|ri, S) =
1

rti
× 1∑n

i=1
ti

(r ∈ S)

0
(
ri, ri, ri+1)

/∈ G′

where ti denotes each type of the edges connected to the current node and rti

denotes the number of the edges of each type. We choose the next edge from our valid
set of edges based on its probability.

4 Conclusion
In this work, we reviewed some methods for embedding knowledge graphs. There are
five different categories of methods for embedding knowledge graphs which include:
matrix factorization, generative models, deep learning, graph kernels, and edge
reconstruction-based optimization models. Each of these categories includes different
subcategories and each subcategory contains different methods. We have provided
examples for each subcategory in Table 2. Deep learning methods have recently gained
popularity due to their different benefits such as scalability, versatility, high accuracy,
etc. Among deep learning methods, random walk-based ones provide a versatile and
powerful tool for analyzing and modeling knowledge graphs influenced by random-
ness. Our focus in this paper is deep learning and in particular, random walk-based
methods. We have summarized several of the recent important random walk-based
algorithms for embedding knowledge graphs. In addition, we have categorized these
methods based on the random walk technique they use in Table 1.
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